Patterson Office Design introduces color palettes paired with manufacturer materials and finishes. Designed to inspire dreaming big and bringing to life the practice you’ve always wanted.

Whether your design sensibilities lean traditional or modern, understated or bold, your Patterson Office Design team will help you make a plan to tie everything together, from flooring to chairs and cabinets to wall coverings and more.

Look inside for inspiring ideas that will change the way you think about office design – only from Patterson Dental!
Botanical Garden

Create an oasis of calm and comfort. Botanical Garden takes the beauty of the natural world and combines it with the sculptured elegance of marble and stone. Grace, enchantment and peace are yours.

Paint
1. Muslin (SW 6133)
2. Harmonic Tan (SW 6136)
3. Mossy Gold (SW 6139)

Chair Covering
1. Taupe
2. Cave

Wallcovering
1. Obana – Sandstone (CD2-OBA-12)

Countertop
1. Cambria – Sussex
2. Wilsonart SS – Khaki Brown Tempest

Cabinet
1. Antique Brush

Hard Flooring
1. Uncommon Ground – Bamboo Natural
2. Jeogori – Fiber

Carpet
1. Beam of Light Tile – Seaglass

A-dec Chair Covering Options
1. Taupe
2. Cave

A-dec Countertop Options
1. Cambria – Sussex
2. Wilsonart SS – Khaki Brown Tempest

A-dec Cabinet Options
Wilsonart Antique Brush

Hard Flooring Options
Shaw
1. Uncommon Ground – Bamboo Natural
2. Jeogori – Fiber

Carpet Option
Shaw
Beam of Light Tile – Seaglass
Your destination is upscale adventure when you travel the Canyon Road. A blend of deep, earthy browns and reds combined with soothing grays and greens creates an enticing place to stop and stay awhile.

### Paint
- 1. Biscuit (SW 6112)
- 2. Brandywine (SW 7710)
- 3. Cobble Brown (SW 6082)

### Chair Covering
- 1. Curry
- 2. Tawny

### Countertop
- Cambria – Ashford
- Wilsonart SS – Mojave Melange

### Cabinet
- Limber Maple

### Hard Flooring
- Jeogori – Burlap
- Crete – Slate

### Wallcovering
- Preferred Series (CD-PS2-49)

### Carpet
- Jasper – Hematite
Think clean, cool and modern with Industrial Chic. Your practice takes on a sophisticated attitude through deep wood hues paired with sleek metals. Soothing, subdued and simply beautiful are words you’ll hear echoed by patients and staff alike.

**Paint**

- 1. Elder White (SW 7014)
- 2. Mindful Gray (SW 7016)
- 3. Web Gray (SW 7075)

**Wallcovering**

- Preferred Series (CD-PS2-36)

**Chair Covering**

- Diplomat Blue

**Countertop**

- Cambria – Torquay
- Wilsonart SS – Northern Melange

**Cabinet**

- Satin Stainless

**Hard Flooring**

- Uncommon Ground – Chocolate Cherry
- Crete – Industrial

**Carpet**

- Beam of Light Tile – Moonlight

**Shaw**

- Uncommon Ground – Chocolate Cherry
- Crete – Industrial
Uptown Flair

Kick up the personality in your practice with Uptown Flair’s playful, flirty tones. Solid base colors ground the design while pops of color bring out your adventurous side. It’s hard to say no when you’re having so much fun!

Paint
- Shoji White (SW 7042)
- Mountain Stream (SW 7612)
- Folkstone (SW 6005)

Chair Covering
- Parrot
- Cyan

Wallcovering
- Preferred Series (CD-PS2-41)

Countertop
- Cambria – Snowdon White
- Wilsonart SS – Arctic Melange

Cabinet
- Wild Cherry

Hard Flooring
- Uncommon Ground – French Grey
- Uncommon Ground – Cikel Cherry

Carpet
- Beam of Light Tile – Opaque Black

A-DEC CHAIR COVERING OPTIONS
1. Parrot
2. Cyan

WALLCOVERING OPTION
Colour and Design
Preferred Series (CD-PS2-41)

A-DEC COUNTERTOP OPTIONS
1. Cambria – Snowdon White
2. Wilsonart SS – Arctic Melange

A-DEC CABINET OPTION
Wilsonart
Wild Cherry

HARD FLOORING OPTIONS
Shaw
1. Uncommon Ground – French Grey
2. Uncommon Ground – Cikel Cherry

CARPET OPTION
Shaw
Beam of Light Tile – Opaque Black
Urban Retreat

Come in and rest awhile – your Urban Retreat awaits. The sophisticated simplicity of this palette lies in the mix of sweet and spicy hues. Look no further for a palette that is both timeless and modern.

Urban Retreat Paint
1. Navajo White (SW 6126)
2. Chamois (SW 6131)
3. Dovetail (SW 7018)

Chamois
Steel

Chamois
Steel

Cambria Texture – Pewter (CD2-CBT-08)

Countertop
Cambria – Buckingham
Wilsonart SS – Northern Melange

Hard Flooring
Jasguri – Linen
Uncommon Ground – Provence

Cabinet
Figured Mahogany

Wallcovering

Carpet
Jasper – Galena

A-DEC CHAIR COVERING OPTIONS
1. Chamois
2. Steel

WALLCOVERING OPTION
Colour and Design
Cambria Texture – Pewter (CD2-CBT-08)

A-DEC COUNTERTOP OPTIONS
1. Cambria – Buckingham
2. Wilsonart SS – Northern Melange

A-DEC CABINET OPTION
Wilsonart
Figured Mahogany

HARD FLOORING OPTIONS
Shaw
1. Jasguri – Linen
2. Uncommon Ground – Provence

CARPET OPTION
Shaw
Jasper – Galena
Patterson Dental provides interior design assistance as a courtesy to our customers. We are not responsible for the quality or durability of the products shown here.

Dream office

Ready to bring your dream office to life?